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Judy Ireland
My Sisters in Iowa

My sisters smoke cigarettes and laugh deep laughs,
part gravel, part alto. The family’s shrunk down to a few of us,
stubborn and willful, mostly single, never married or paired off for long,
returning always to that state of self that is undaunted, undivided,
free of attachment, female bodhisattvas of the corn.
The thought occurs to each of us separately
that the other two are hard to get along with.
Too damn bad.

We’re the same age now as the people in our parents’
photographs. I imagine my sisters posed like the gray bodies
standing in front of now-ghost houses, staring straight ahead,
trying to look nice but half wild and wanting to take off, cross-prairie.
It’s a long life.

And in the spring, I see them holding cigarettes between tight lips
hanging clothes on the outside line, eyes squinting
against rising smoke. I see them looking up
into the pear tree, gauging this year’s harvest,
counting pears, green leaves everywhere
like returned relatives, familiar, welcome,
wonderfully temporary.
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Judy Ireland
Sweeping

I sweep at the front door.
I sweep away your ghost and our long-handled
fights that sat on the fire for days.
I sweep with sweat between my breasts,
housecoat tied at my waist.
I sweep with amis that wither and fatten at the
same time. I shape myself into something new
with each swipe of the broom.
I sweep up the stray hairs and
fingernail clippings, pieces of thread,
dust and daylight. I sweep us forward
into the grass,
onto the rocks and the pebbles.
I sweep our lives into the street.
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Hailey Malone
The Orange Era

Once upon a time there were orange trees in Kansas, fruit 
sun-colored and juicy and perfectly round, so round that, 
as the rumor goes, Sandy Koufax once struck out seven 
in a row with a Kansas orange. Seven up and seven down, 
sinkers, splitters, the orange was dancing over the plate that day.

The Orange Era it was called, back when the Dodgers still 
went home to Brooklyn at night and the A’s pulled into 
Union Station after a long trip out east, when the crowds would 
catch foul oranges in their newsboy caps like Willie Mays 
and smell like citrus after every game.

It all ended in 1967 when the A’s fled Kansas City for the 
West. They took the orange trees with them, as legend 
tells it, because that very night the trees were struck with a 
sudden blight and the climate shifted, too much rain, too cold 
to grow an orange, least of all one that would break properly.

As the A’s went so would the trees, they were knotted
together back when things were mythical, when fans would
wait around for hours after the game for Sandy
to initial the rind with his thumbnail, when trains would
head east through the city and if the light was right
the oranges gave off a glow, sun-colored and round,
blurry and spinning headlong home.
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Hailey Malone
I Die Stage Left

I die performing as Juliet 
in front of a sold-out crowd on 
opening night. As the blunt dagger 
touches my chest I suffer an 
aneurysm. My brain fills with 
blood, drowning my synapses and 
washing away my lines in sets 
of two to my lungs-
Let me die! 
Let me die!

I die stage left with a delightful
thud. The audience gasps at my
poignant, yet not a touch maudlin
death. My last exhale reaches
the first row, and they shudder.
“Give this woman a Tony!” someone calls,
and then “Brava! Brava!”
“Has she been classically trained?”
one asks, marveling at
my lifelike death.

Romeo is getting nervous.
The curtains close on wild applause,
he exits stage left and commences CPR.
Thirty compressions, two breaths, no use.
The cast gathers around me,
sad yet appreciative of my artery’s
impeccable timing.
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Hailey Malone
Moonwalkers

Years of Greyhound buses on gravel road turned
this village into moonscape, churned up
the dust, painted everything a thick coat of gray,
houses, trees, dogs, people,
a grayscale triptych, life-size and monochrome.
They shake their second skin off in the doorway
or carry it inside, let it form
a trail behind them, rinse it down the drain,
bale it out by the bucketful.

They breathe it out, sweat it in,
eat it down, cough it up. When the rainy season
comes it’ll turn into sludge, solidify in
the summer sun and stop them in their
tracks. Maybe they’ll turn up years from
now, excavated into the world and peck
out of their shells, ageless, world weary
and blinking.
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Paul Hostovsky
Bust

That summer I was 16,
which came on the heels
of the spring that I was 16,
which came in the middle

of my 16-year-old body
like the sweetest of
pollen counts, Faith Roffman
unbuttoned her blouse

and let me see her breasts,
and also let me touch them,
and kiss them, and suck them.
She was 18 and I was 16,

and it was a short spring
that summer, and then she
left for college and I never
saw her or her breasts again.

That fall we took a field trip
to the museum, and there among
the busts of the Greek and Roman
gods, I saw Faith’s breasts—I swear

to God.  They were hers.  I mean
I should know.  I mean I knew
their shape by heart, and lo—
there they were, on display

for the whole world to see, plain as 
the nose on my face which 
I was just dying to bury between 
those breasts impersonating the breasts
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of Faith Roffman. But our history 
teacher herded us into the next room then, 
and it was full of Egyptian sarcophagi, 
which looked a lot like bathtubs,

though really they were coffins.
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Rob Cook
Bureaucratic Copy For Good Temps

Candidates who can type perfect rain
will be hired first.

Those we take apart with one question 
will be hired to put the air back into boxes.

Candidates who can prove their mental illness 
in the spaces of one collapsing resume 
will be placed at the top of our list.

What we value most in our employees:
the ambition to begin as the voice of a geranium,
the crushed color one hears over a fax line.

We offer courses in how to cough, how to breathe professionally. 

We will ask you to convince us of your existence.

For assignments beyond Manhattan
we require the employee to leave his/her skin at home.

Our most successful temps have gone on to wash the water under the Brooklyn 
Bridge.

We will train you to smile without showing your entrails.

We will help you make $10/hr to check the bomb wiring inside a water lily.

We will provide a copy of the orientation video, 
shot during a July rush hour:

The towering throats that never move.

And fleets of taxis like the guts of extinct animals. 
Fleets of people talking to hold back their blood.
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The 5pm mid-town sky the color of chickens forced to eat 
until their hearts burst and leak away

in the strange and endless light.
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Diya Chaudhuri
To the March Hare

“It’s Always Tea-Time,” digital illustration by Maggie Taylor, 2007

Here, it is always tea-time, and the tea
is always fresh. Here, a dormouse
dozing on your shoulder goes unnoticed
almost, your eyes listless and lifted
toward a sky consumed by creeping twilight.
You look the middle child in this scene,
smaller than the expanse of the Hatter’s broad shoulders,
which reach, ravenous, across the foreground.
And yet you seem a shoulder versed
in resting heads, meticulous, and measuring the time.
In two minutes, long or short,
you will wake the dormouse,
brace him at the elbow’s crook, confess to the Hatter,
We should all, I think, say what we really mean.
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Jeff Alessandrelli
The Lives of Commerce (4)

“At the origin of everything is commerce.”—Donna Stonecipher

We were a pair of lonely and crowded sexual markets, each hinging on 
the social development of our various foreign outputs. Everything for me 
was a dilemma—imports and exports, the rational anti-rationalization 
towards the inherency of free will and trade. You had the opposite problem: 
Incoming and outgoing, your goods had been accepted so easily for so often 
and so long that they were of little worth to you or anyone else. We came 
together like two gigantic icebergs mired in a children’s empty wading pool. 
Nothing else to lean against, nothing else to touch. It’s a joy selling quality 
products again to someone that actually appreciates them you said with a smile. 
My how money has the power to change the world to the point where now I’m 
finally able to see it I lovingly replied. So much is paradise, marketwise and 
fleeting. And the problems that never start never stop. Then behind every 
window another potential partner or secret admirer, everywhere in sight a 
more alluring sale or possible trade.
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Tonya Ward Singer
Sleepwalker

The refrigerator smells like sour milk, but Salvador doesn’t notice, not 
tonight as he stands squinting from the glare of a white bulb inside. He 
scans the gap between red and yellow cartons and tubs, the empty space 
between things.

That’s where art is, a teacher told him thirty years ago when he tried to 
make sense of clay. Salvador reaches for white space, the opening between 
the orange juice and milk. His arm glows, fingers extend to wrap around 
what he can almost feel.

Then the milk stench closes in. He staggers back, slams the door.
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Steve Shilling
Rodeo Girl 

It is a sunny day in New Mexico, 
she has tucked her orange and 
pink shirt neatly into her jeans. 
Checks her white Stetson in 
the mirror. Last run of the day.

Her paint horse leans into the last 
turn around a pole. It knows the 
course. It feels victory. Its heart 
pounds as one with her, brown 
and white mane unfurling as her 
blonde hair waves out from under 
her hat. Hooves pound the turf, 
kicking up large clumps. Her 
hands gently hold the reins, the way 
that they do books at school, 
a basketball at the free throw line, 
the dream of going to prom.

They will not win and soon she 
will be home, painting pink over 
the dirt under her fingernails, 
in a room full of ribbons, trophies, 
belt buckles the size of serving trays.

                                  —for Jocelyn Lucsko
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Rhian Beutler
spoon full of sugar

can’t focus, won’t focus.
don’t really know how.
should have taken the staystillandquiet pink pills
they work. i don’t eat with them.
but they work.

as my body shrinks my mind sharpens
i always wanted to be skinny
but could have forgone on the panic attacks.
they are part of the pink pills
gnawing on the inside of my cheek
i still will take the focusoneverything pills
even if they make me obsess on the worst.

today, though, i forgot
to take my beagoodgirl medicine
and have resigned myself to writing poetry
in a coffee shop where i am told
i am like a bombshell
they meant it in a good way
but i take it in a bad way

inside the shell of an explosive
is the deadly part.
explosions are beautiful from a distance
but from next to me,
they are devestating.
being a bombshell, perhaps
is the worst compliment of all.

i should have taken my 
keepyourfuckingmouth shut treatment 
because i don’t want to control my words today 
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today i have no desire to hold my tongue 
and not say 
everything that crosses my synapses
racing from my brain 
to my lips faster than 
cars that race on the autobahn

and just like the german engineering that
was developed just to keep one alive
during the 180kph crash
i am kept alive by the shell of my bomb
on my heart, soul, and mind.
created by a blue keepsmilingevenwhenithurts pill.
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Kacie Svoboda
Love in Motion

Our relationship was driving,
the jerky shift of gears; your Bible of cds
you flipped through without looking,
page upon page of your memories
filled with bass, guitar, and sound
and me, tilted back in the passenger seat,
watching misty streetlights flash across treetops
the only beautiful thing in our dismal, little town.
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Kacie Svoboda
a vision of freedom

Thai lips whisper,
she’s out of her mind;
she can’t hear them
over North Gate jazz
and covers of the Beatles.
her leather boots stomp rhythmically;
her beat twining with the night’s other tones.

her body is lean and tan,
ink flowers coil round her calf:
her age glimpsed only
in the laugh lines—deep and many
as she smiles, eyes closed.

if i could choose
one snapshot of my future,
it would be me—like her
carefree, vibrant, dancing
but maybe not alone.
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William Jolliff
This Place I Am

It’s Paxil, she says. Take it 
with bourbon. Better yet, 
find a shrink—a wise one.

She wants me to swallow 
whatever I need to fill 
my hills and valleys in,

and her GP’s flat happy 
to write paper for whatever 
you want to try. But I worry

that pills will turn me into 
someplace else . . . maybe 
Boone County, West Virginia,

mountain-topped and washed
to hell, the ridges gone,
the hollers filled with overburden.

I’ve done a drug or two before, 
self-medicating, I suppose, 
that did just that.

I’d rather try this for a week: 
take the phone off the hook, 
log off the bloody screen,

and rest my temple and jaw 
an hour or two each day 
on Tilly’s autoharp,
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just to see if the angel wings 
that hover beneath the strings 
will carry me, by grace,

to some better space— 
to Canaan’s Land, maybe, 
stoned on hillbilly Prozac.
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William Jolliff
Still Fishing

As boys we knew the creeks so well 
that once a choice was made to fish, 
we’d almost run each other over 
crossing the lots to take the best spot, 
downstream, maybe, from some snag, 
in the trash around a falling willow, 
or in the swirl beneath the shadow of a rock.

It wasn’t that we were more greedy 
than other folks, young or old, but 
we were never less, never less hungry 
for the motion that stops the breath. 
Our needs were clear: the thrill 
of a tug on the line, the way a bent rod 
vibrates and makes your muscles quake,

that jiggle of life at the other end, 
the way your breath rises to pause 
and pause again when line goes taut. 
It’s how you ache to make a sale, 
large or small, whether or not it matters. 
Or how you watch numbers on a pink 
flamingo raffle and hold your side until

you’ve lost. Even the lift you feel when 
you place a poem in a journal no one reads. 
As boys we believed that things 
like chance and carp and catfish matter. 
Still do. Each spring we oil our reels 
and dash down to the bank, the college, 
the factory, the church, the post office.
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Nancy Carol Moody
Some Notes After the Fact

I thought when everyone died I would
be released, but
it hasn’t turned out that way at all.

Honey is sweet, but it still takes work 
to coax it from the comb.

Love is like that, too, though good luck 
convincing it back into the jar 
when the stickiness finally gets you down 
and no tongue can cut the sludge 
that’s left there on the spoon.

Look, you get the cookbook off the shelf, 
open it to the page with all the stains, 
and work your way down the list—pinch 
of this, taste of that. If you run short 
on one thing or another, just head 
for the pantry and figure something out.

What I want to say is this: 
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Alabama, South Dakota—
each one’s just a pastel patch on the map 
with a dotted fence drawn around. If someone 
came along and jiggled the draft, well, 
that was that—a squiggle for a border 
where a straight line might have been.

There’s one spot in this country you can stand 
and be in four states all at once. 
Scorpions from Arizona run up a sock
and into your pants, and as soon as 
you’ve got a handle on that, something else 
from Utah starts creeping up your other leg.
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After all these years, I still keep 
a spare pair of underwear in my bag, 
save quarters for the Laundromat, slip 
a dime inside my shoe just in case 
I need to make some sort of call.
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Jason Bradford
She Holds Me In a Vial

I wanted to be a vet, said the phlebotomist
when I asked
if she always dreamed of drawing
human blood:
like a Pollock of phlebotomy existed.

Animals make better patients,
she continued, they don’t cry,
while scratching around in a drawer
for the butterfly needle
needed to perform my venipuncture,
since neuromuscular diseases
cause muscles to spasm,
like my twitching tongue,
might indicate Mad Cow
to the medically challenged spectator,
but caution to the phlebotomist
as she plugs the insect’s thorax into my hand. 
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Jason Bradford
Trouble Breathing

Like Beethoven’s motive
in Moonlight Sonata,
asphyxiation is a common theme
in my life.
I’ve suffered pneumonia twice,
an ailment no one should know how to spell
before 8th grade, hospitalized
both cases.
I’ve fought bronchitis numerous times
after my scoliosis surgery
to correct the 90 degree curvature of my spine.
A concept no one should understand
before 4th grade, but I did, and do.

I looked like an upside-down “L” with a head, 
although my mom says I resembled an “S.”

My lungs collapsed like two deflated balloons.
I traced the curtain track with my eyes
as nurses and doctors restored my respiration.

I almost suffocated in the dentist’s chair:

He stuffed cotton swabs between my cheeks
and teeth, to keep my tongue at bay, scouring for cavities
like a Nazi would for a well hidden Jew.

In doing so, my tongue slid down my throat,
and I fell asleep, mumbling,
like in my surgery,
I turned blue, but never returned for a follow-up.
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Jason Bradford
Marine

When I was five, I was content 
sitting in my wheelchair 
at my grandparent’s dining table, 
splashing with my “piano hands” 
(as my grandma called them) 
in a cake pan filled with water.

Only my action figures
could drown
in two inches of water.
If I fell over
my head would not sink
as deep
as in the bathtub,
where, when emerging, exposed,
the wind chill scurries
down my spine like a spider.
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Janice D. Soderling
Under the Surface

My grandmother is in the backyard feeding the deer
that file like ghosts up from the stream, cold, cold,
where Marybelle drowned herself in the spring of eighty-one,
a little tetched, where sassafras leaves like mittened hands
hold the thrashing air until it quiets down and slides
under the surface,
where carefree water striders float, where quiet deer
lap their fill, then go looking for my grandmother
who right now is in the backyard talking to Marybelle.
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Kai Laursen
The Whale Hunt

Tilkut prepared for the whale hunt, 
fasting on fern roots and wild lily bulbs, 
purifying himself in the sweat lodge.

On the fifth night of prayer and fasting, 
Tilkut invoked the spirit of the whale. 
He danced like a pine bough in a gentle wind. 
Sage is burned. A haunting song began:

Salmon crooned in the whale’s belly, 
baritones and high-pitched trilling, 
the drone of plankton swimming, 
a sea lion howled. And the whale joked:

Tilkut, all your preparation was in vain, 
for as you cook me, I will rise up in smoke.
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James Doyle
Honeysuckle

The lineage of honeysuckle
scatters the lowlife weeds
with their quick little bows,
resonant brown leaves,
into toadies, footmen

for every turn of the wind.
The porch leans over
and through the honeysuckle
for its few astringent breaths
beyond the sweetness.

I’d love a rocker 
of honeysuckles for my next
birthday, my eightieth,
settling in, the ground coming
to me with such perfume

I can’t help entering earth.
That sleep would be
the softest of all pleasures.
Honeysuckle rose climbing
bone to my lips.
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James Doyle
Climbing the Skyscraper

Love at his fingertips,
love swaying beneath his feet
if he’d only loosen
his hands and turn into the wash

of pure wind. The slipstream 
along his skin numb 
with desire from the street below, 
people holding out their hands.

Let the compass flex behind his back 
and the low clouds 
bend the rooftops over for a better 
view. This building

will sway to meet him. He is that 
sure of death,
the scale model he has built 
since childhood.

When he reaches the top and crawls 
over its edge
onto the terrace of the penthouse, 
the garden

will be waiting for him with all 
its miniatures,
life and death in balsa wood, rock, 
diamond, concrete.
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James Doyle
I Come From An Oboe Family

Eveyone played higher than each other.
Notes lithe as wires, tuning sharp

entanglements, preludes above the living
room air.  Father, grandmother, great-aunt

Susannah, junior Tilman, weddings,
anniversaries, funerals.  High C’s

turned themselves inside out, trapezes,
somersaults through some fly-by

stratosphere of their own.  Lemon twists,
spangles, circus dust.  Hands that streamline

the shore after the tide goes out, turn 
sonatas for sandcastles.  Holiday

after holiday, as the sun went down,
there they sat—in top hats, scarves,

and feathers around the dining room
table, shiny with fingers running

scales across the early evening crystals.
We washed and stacked dishes.  So many

photographs along the mantel, so many silent
movies flickering over their edges into sound.
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Jennifer Ettinger
Dear Alexander

April
You notice when I tie my hands down,
keep them from floating untethered,
I rock in my seat,
chew on ideas,
hum because I’ve always wanted a theme song.

May
You say you like things single-spaced,
because then the words don’t seem
so formal, because then they swim
when you squint, and they look
like reality instead of well-regurgitated
clones. You say single-spaced
is more like the lives we lead.

June
I wish I was single-spaced.

July
I bought a metal cage
for the ferret I plan to buy.
The man suggested I pick
something more homey,
but the smell of the tiny
crossing bars reminds me
of the blood you left
on my kitchen floor
after you cut yourself cooking.

August
I bought the ferret.
His name is Goodbye.
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Phyllis Grilikhes
Dance Imperative

I sit with my back against a cool wall
the last dancer has gone
leaving pleasant, unsettled air from the cuff of movement
and strains of music that linger through a sleeve of silence
remaining footprints bid me to cover them before they fade
with my own
one more time
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Julia Wendell
Arson

July light burns through its blue blanket
of sky. I spend the day plumping up the dog bed,
comforting Simon.
He pads from corner to corner,
and from time to time,
yelps out in excruciating pain
that bolts through his body.
Then I kneel down on the floor
and rub his long brown ears.

With ignorance comes terror
and a lost nick of time,
as if I’d opened the barn doors
to a flaming delta, swirling from the hayloft.
Flinging the stall doors open,
not a single trapped horse emerges
from the doomed comfort of their stalls.

All afternoon, I nap with Simon,
I eat with Simon,
I rub the raw ridges of spine
that have risen to the surface of his flinching back,
study the hollowing yellow flickers
in his imploring eyes.
I want to cover them. Instead,
I pat my knee, convince him to take a walk
out into the clear, smokeless air.

What have I gained by living
life, as if there were always something left to light?
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Julia Wendell
Peonies

For John, on his 25th

When the birds start at it,
and light comes on at 5,
it is impossible not to wake, not to
meander around the early house
only noting pots of coffee,
trash cans, cats let out,
in, the peonies in tawdry bloom,
dozens crashed over on their stems
with no one idle enough
to bolster them.
We’ll have to stake them up
next year, their fringed

diameters, easily the span
of my large, splayed hand.
Tiny sheets in disarray,
shade of my bloated gown,
or birth fluid
with a skosh of blood, that
thick, waxy covering
guarding your entry
as you came ominously silent into this world,
fully formed and beautiful, but not breathing
yet. Tiny hope to blossom
when the needle plunged into your soft chest,
shocking you into life

as my mother was once shocked back
into hers—for a while anyway—
a click between what was
and is, and could
be. Your father brought
an armload from the farm.
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I propped myself up on the wing of my pillow, craving 
to smell something other than you and me. 
Are they white, or fading pink?

Already what I’ve cut are drooping
over my counter, as if saddened
to be destined only for water,
for only this
brief bloom of my attention
as they fill the house with your birthday.
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Leigh Vandebogart
“thursday, august 4th, columbus circle”

my body hurts and i’m not sure but i
think my shirt smells
like smoke
- i don’t know why.

i want to live
behind a clock in a train station, 
like the boy in that story 
that i have never read.

i want to live in the ocean,
down amongst all the dark and all the crabs,
back home in the sand.

i want to live in these places but i don’t.
i live here, in the city -
where i also want to live, but
where the air is heavy with heat,
thick so it hangs around the buildings in ropes;
you can almost hang on to it
and swing.

so let’s grab it and go,
live in the woods somewhere alone,
where the air is more clear and i can see
your face
in the moonlight.
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Iris Garcia
A Recipe for Diaspora

I attempt to cook today.
Chop onions and tomatoes,
stir rice measured by the cup of my palm
into hot oil.
I sprinkle cumin seed liberally across the surface
and see my mother’s hands.
My mother’s hands pinch salt into the pan,
add water, do not stir.
I’ve never been able to make my mother’s rice;
mine is often dry, or over-spiced.
But today my mother’s hands have joined me
as I cook alone, turning from countertop to stove
within the three-foot confines of this kitchen’s yellowed walls.
Her scars and calloused fingertips add the flavor
that anchors me to a place that tastes like home.
The rice my mother makes is tinged with a migrant’s longing,
with the slight bitterness of displacement,
the sweetness of memory,
the spiciness of ambition.
It is textured by the heartiness of atonement.
My hands do not own such stories,
cannot bestow these seasonings;
they are merely shredded fingernails and deep ravines of palm lines
that stem from anxiety, from the fantasy that my life has a purpose
or meaning beyond what I can grasp—
a meaning I yearn to uncover
buried in the grains, in the taste of my mother’s rice.
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Rachael Van Essen
Pieces in the Loam

The smell of black soil
drifts with every handful
warms my palms
I sift it through my fingers
and listen to soft sounds
of falling prairie grasses
burned by raging fires,
of buffalo bodies
left to rot in the summer sun,
and of the foreign loam
brought here on high blown currents
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Timothy Black
Liqueur With Birds on the Bottle

Sometimes I stand inebriated by every small thing— 
swaying to little blue flowers on the side of a long

stretch of highway in spring, or eyes trying desperately
not to buzz at the pastel scent of laundry snapping time to jazz

on the backyard clothesline. I belly up to the bar of pine 
and order another shot of summer. It is poured

slowly, a warm molasses into my glass, and I drink.
I try to stand afterwards, but stumble and fall off my cut

and ringed stool to my knees. In winter, ice clinks facets 
against my glass. Nothing tastes like peppermint more

than a face full of snowflakes, and lungs full of this brisk wind.
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Lyn Lifshin
Lips

Yours, honey, were so perfect, 
a little rosebud mouth, not
those puffed up blubbery
things, my mother says when 
I pointed out the models’ 
collagen petals. “Roses,” my 
mother always says, “that’s 
what yours were, a nice 
tiny nose. That’s from your 
father. One good thing. Not 
a big ugly one like I’ve got.” 
I think of my mother’s lips, 
moving close to my hair, how 
her breath was always sweet. 
“Too thin lips, like your father’s, 
show stinginess.” She was 
right. A man who couldn’t give 
presents or love, a good word 
or money. I only remember 
three things he told me and 
all begin with Don’t tho my 
mother said stories came from 
those lips, that he brought me a 
big dog. I only remember the 
thinness of his lips, how his 
death meant I wouldn’t have to 
leave school to testify for the 
divorce. Lips. When I came home 
from camp I found Love Without
Fear in the bathroom and read 
“if a girl lets a man put his tongue 
on her lips down there, she’ll let 
him do anything,” and then some 
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thing about deflowering. A 
strange word I thought trying to 
imagine flowers down there, rosebuds 
not only on my mouth, a petal 
opening, but a whole bush of petals, 
a raft of roses someone kneeling 
would take me away on, a sea of 
roses, flowers and my lips the 
island we’d escape to
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Nick Bertelson
Moon and Freckle

1.
Now it’s summer in our separate rooms,
where in mine night renders the spackled drywall
a constellation-like map of your freckles;
so does your light
make you think of my bellybutton?

2.
Doubts: I have them.

3.
You said, The sea always drinks the sun,
but in the orchard, with myths of Newton and Eve
threading new fruit onto old branches,
your cider sparkled like Goldschläger;
your foot in the crotch of a tree—
where trunk becomes branch,
your mouth shaping the fruit of sin
into crescent moons.

4.
After apple after apple
fell half-eaten from your hand.
you had the sticky one in my hair,
the other in grass
grabbing at it like a bed sheet beneath you;
then two handfuls of soil later,
and an exhale to answer the wind
you slept as if under glass,
the cords in your neck writhing
like a curtain full of wind.
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5.
Without your freckles in my peripherals,
I read stars like braille for questions,
but I only want to know
who it is
putting the dirt beneath your fingernails nowadays.
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Nick Bertelson
Some of the Women

“...how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well 
him as another and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again...”

—James Joyce, Ulysses

who let you watch them mornings when they dressed; who sent you up 
ladders; who left blood in back seats; who skulked across their parents’ 
roofs, shimmied down satellite poles, jumped through shadows; who 
farted loudly only in sleep; who changed their own oil; who used only 
tongue; whose knuckles kneaded your back; who pulled from ovens 
the source of a smell you loved; whose bodies were breathing furnaces 
meant for you to wrap yourself around; whose parts of a whole you found 
everywhere; who, with your earlobe in their teeth, whispered for you to 
fuck them; whose hair you pulled from your lint trap; who screamed at 
the moon through sunroofs; whose underwear bunched up over low-rise 
jeans, or sat so low only you knew their lacy secret, or balled up on the 
floor transformed into a broken slingshot band—something powerful, 
delicate, and derelict; who drank and cussed and smoked and coughed 
and worried when you did the same; who suggested the “French” way; 
who knew of all the other women and still said nothing; who fell asleep 
with wet hair like seaweed; who weaved fingers between your fingers; who 
waxed, cut, plucked, shaved, sprayed, brushed, and blushed—all for you?
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Joel Solonche
Waterfall

The water keeps leaving 
the same suicide note behind 
carved in the rock as it 
keeps falling over the cliff 
to its death in the pool below.
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Vivian Eyre
Exercise For Forgetting

I wrote B on my calendar 
to mark the days 
when you were gone.

I’d color
each square yellow
or blue, careful to go outside the lines.

Any film at the Forum, 
where I could reason 
the foreign and obscure.

You’d arrive 
on the last day of color 
carrying tomes. Remember how 
they broke our table once?

Forgotten how a city 
lights herself up. Jerusalem.

Your touch. Night rain 
Some habits grow 
into our brothers: Bereft 
or Become 
or Before.
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Leta Keane
Nutrition

I sip trauma like hot tea 
And eat grief like leftover lasagna 
cold and stiff from the fridge. 
I swallow anger like old grapes, 
I drink pity like milk.
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Elle Pryor
The Mountain

Cosmos pollen loosens over trail shoes,
spitfire dragonflies fan the tongue’s ridge.
Dust covered with the needle pinned path,
sole dyed with the green of smear grass.

Zoetic forest, air licked by lizards
ferns coated with insect fur,
drowning in sound, a cuckoo call
ogling frog drops its bulbous lid.

Farmed fields caress the calm base,
tadpole pools cool rough tufts of shoot,
wish stone stacks grow as if sown.
Fossil rocks are blighted by dry beds.

Amid the wood, shrines are sprinkled.
Hangul curves carve the granite.
Monk bones fill the domed hummocks.
Bamboo thrums through the echo.

Crawl and walk of splintered beauty,
the ripple of the snakes winding slither,
undulating caterpillars,
the flop hop of a scared hare.

Mosquito sting itches and weeps,
reed plants dance beneath the peak’s bees.
My awe grows like rice in water,
pine cone scent rests on my nose.
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Stephen Germic
The Tender Worms

This is no act of creation. What 
has the moth to do with
   anything?

And what have we become in 
this turmoil of the dark, but
          selves open, again

to wonder? It is only that we 
missed the weight of flesh.
     And though

we are not always, we are, 
at least, here, longing, and
      we are

the earth that absorbs our noise, and 
we are the tender worms
    that also absorb.
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Amanda Moore
A Year Without Poetry

And what really changed? I slept each night, and each night it was easy,
the red-tipped edge of dreams descending into ash. I got a job

and friends and lived my life with no distraction. I was happy. 
My back felt better. I stopped wanting to argue all the time. I read 
magazines and cereal boxes and big, thick books that passed through me 
like clear water. I found room in my purse for leaves and shells. I looked 
my husband in the eye when we spoke, and my mind 
was always on the task at hand, never darting 
to the meaning of my doing.

And though sometimes my head ached, and I heard a sort of ringing now
and then, I had real conversations. I talked about the price of gas and 
weather and how things were changing in the neighborhood. I listened
to more popular radio. I started wearing makeup. I watched TV,
and apart from the commercials, it seemed interesting and good.
Instead of poetry, I gardened and cooked gigantic meals, heavy
with garlic and olives and expensive, salty meats. I didn’t wonder
what it means that ignorance is bliss. I don’t know
if I was ignorant or blissful.

Yes, it was sometimes hard to breathe. My car would crest a hill
and for a second I would think I saw a column or an arch, a pole
connecting this world to something else. When I swallowed
I thought it might send up a poem. I lost some things
last year. I don’t remember what. I don’t remember what it felt like.
I didn’t change anyone’s mind; I didn’t hurt anyone either.
Yet still, I couldn’t always breathe. I couldn’t always find my way to air.
At a party, when talk turned to the war, I felt
the soft-veined cheese turn to blood in my mouth.
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Amanda Moore
Opening the Hive

Late afternoon slants, illuminates
 the worn, white husk of hive and gleams
 like an incubator bulb on the oval of an egg.
This might have been the way I was born
to move over my mother and wash from her
what was left of painful birth,  her legs opened
like the old wood cracked with a hive tool,
my lips clamping and the bees burrowing
into honeycomb, bathed in sweetness,
a taste fresher when robbed.

Smoke to calm, to push the heaving bees down,
  down to the center where the queen hides
and is stroked, flanked by the upturned rumps
of guard bees, wings fanning scent: a warning.
We open this small universe and set it in motion,
a new heart ready to be fed and broken and fed again,
gathering strength to reseal and take into itself
what we leave behind: fingerprints
through broken comb and drones, crushed.

This might have been the way I was born
and then set to life, stolen honey clinging
to light hair that covers everything new.
Like late afternoon sunlight, a kiss
on my dented forehead, mother collapsed and emptied
 of poison, barbed stinger and the baby, the jelly, the bee.
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Amanda Moore
The Broken Leg

Eventually it comes between us:
not the plaster barricade
between every tender moment we might have,
but the dependence.

After the flurry of surgeons and worry of damage
there is the carrying of urine, changing of bandage,
the creak of crutches and incessant talk of scabs.
Like a shabby patch of grass
I am stretched out beneath him
benignly offering servitude:
not the meal or the pillow, the TV or the bed or the Vicodin
but the nagging truth
behind it all.

In short, it’s unromantic:

this child in the shape of my husband,
this outstretched hand, rumpled head and hungry mouth.
And the bright side? Well, talk to me another day.
For now it is logistics and meds,
car pools and take-out,
the weight of one house,
its dishes and litter and dust on my shoulders.

And then there is the moment
we look across the bed at one another,
mangled leg between us like a sleeping child
and understand this is what it will one day be like:
crisis and then a kind of solitude.
This is what the broken leg has brought us: a glimpse
of the way life will take us to our knees before we leave it.
I want to say thanks a lot.
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It’s hard enough some days
to drag myself from bed, tired pilgrim
limping toward the impossible grotto of happiness,
without it tangibly beside me,
a reminder of my body’s
tremendous capacity for decay.

And did I mention the servitude? How I proffer it 
tenderly and resentfully at once, each day 
a new opportunity to fail him.

Yet, I can appreciate that bike that broke his leg 
and dragged us to the knowing. At night 
when I replay in dreams the afternoon
that flipped us both to the curb, sick wail of ambulance
and all that followed, I don’t always say
Stop. Don’t be a jackass. You don’t know what this will do to us.
Sometimes I say Go faster. Let me see that trick you do again.
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Amanda Moore
Ithaca

I know little of weaving
but that I can pull together these strings of loneliness
and fashion some sort of shroud
to drape across my empty shelves.
The hills cradle my house and my half-empty bed, but
I am no more a fixed point than love.

What is there in a landscape that says settle:
break open this earth? Some man
walked these hills with his one book,
tore names from each page:
Homer, Troy, Ithaca. He couldn’t have imagined
it would one day become
communes, trailer parks, gun shops,
the crazy, the poor, the free.

But he was right about one thing: 
people will wait a long time for a hero.

At night in bed I am unraveling.
They’ve built a highway outside my window.
Headlights all night trace my blank wall.
The moon is a wide-open O of pleasure.
My neighbors are making love.
There is inertia in patience.
I cannot expect to find him in my bed some night
pulling cobwebs from my hair.
I’m the one with a map.
My speedometer has a wise old face.
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Amanda Moore
September 10

It is the last night of solitude: I admire
the vase of fresh flowers on my one table
and sit up late stubbing cigarettes
into an old tin can on my porch.
The sky feels too wide for fall, too sweaty
and open, panting after a full day of sun.
I don’t think of anything but his arms, his
absence—the way it is more like a presence—
a body that walks room to room, unfolding clothes
and turning on lights.

In the morning I will wake alone, 
and this cocoon will stretch, cover 
my car and guide me safely to work. I do not listen 
to the radio. I do not own a T.V. The world feels 
made for only me, a series of stops 
that rise with my need 
and cease to exist once I am gone: 
gas station, coffee shop, office. 
The stairways take me where I need to be 
and nowhere else. I am not curious.

On the way home, I will shop for shoes
and watch people eat at outdoor restaurants,
sip coffee contemplatively, cry or maybe cast a smile
in a familiar direction. The day will still be too new
for them to understand. Even I will not get it—
this new family that suffering makes of us,
this ache that feels, for a moment,
like something to cherish.
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Hannah Craig
Cahokia

This was a temple—now a room only a god could fill, no walls, no 
ceiling. Or this might have been a house. Now a diorama with stick 
figures in toothpick canoes, two inch bear and cat, a priest in miniscule 
mask. Or this was a water tower. Or this was a lookout post. What’s 
vacillation to the stoat, underground, sucking at the egg of time?

You can’t climb on the archaeological evidence. You can’t guess what it 
means that they found the bones of fifty young women, five beheaded 
boys, behind the auto plants of Ohio. We like to think we could have 
been kings. We would have been the sacrifice, the doped and earnest girls 
going swingingly by on bare feet.

Here’s the real lesson to be learned. You can eat dirt if you have to, if 
you’re really hungry. You can humiliate yourself with the truth. You can 
open the hinge of earth to extract bone or oil, you can take off the top 
of a mountain to build a Piggly Wiggly. You can mow the grass on the 
sacred mound; it doesn’t change anything at all. It’s only a matter of 
going up, after all, in order to go out to one another.
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Robert Parham
It’s Like This

I am at a party, control of which was eaten away 
at least two hours ago, and, hell, I am the host, 
the guy who should pull things in, keep them civil, 
only I’m the one who ate away civility...
     O.K.
I yell at my ex-wife who is with a man 
who used to be my best friend. They didn’t,
               NO,
crash the party, but came, invited, in that way 
someone gets invited and his or her guest ends 
up

being a person you’d never have there, 
like you’d invite all the ghouls of old unhappiness 
back to torture you again, like some drooling drunk 
who wants to suffer, and suffer, ad infinitum. 
“Yours,”

I say to her, “Is a sadistic turn, coming here.” 
She turns those brown eyes on me the way when we fought 
she unnerved me into silence, and this time it didn’t work, 
I build little rage into large, and the puddles of conversation 
pool in rooms away from me and her...seeking insulation 
while they drink my liquor and talk about us behind our walls, 
I mean, MY walls. Oh, how they crumble and melt the moment 
we think they are ours and crown them with a roof and put names 
and numbers on the mailbox as though it were an insurance policy.

Some sports announcer used to sing “The Party’s Over” 
which has a line “turn out the lights,” something like that. 
That’s what I should have done, more like Ethel Merman
than like Don Meredith, but good ideas come from places 
you could never imagine, so, anon, dear friend... 
Return only with strangers bearing gifts.
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Ann Struthers
True Miracles

The followers claimed his face glowed
with celestial light, so it was forbidden
for human hands to depict it.
Although he never claimed anything
except inspiration,
never mentioned resurrection,
yet some authorities think he’s back.
The Dalai Lama smiles as if he knows,
but he’s not telling.
Lord Vishnu says he found him incognito
wearing a Smokey Bear costume.
The Buddha thinks he’s hiding
inside the 1950s truck that purveys “gaz, gaz, gaz”
in Damascus. Behind the silver canisters
for cookers, he conducts the band that alerts
the quarter’s housewives. Louder
than the ice cream jitney, he plays “Jingle Bells,”
oh, happy tune. He’s having a good time
after all that heavy lifting reforming a society.
The authorities could not turn him off,
“dashing through the snow” in hot, desert Syria,
amplifiers on max.
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Ann Struthers
Before Venus Rising

His little son beside him, the philosophy professor 
pulls his big, black pickup over, halloas 
at the crazy old poet walking in the twilight. 
He is taking the boy beyond the city’s lights 
to the country to watch Venus rising.

The old poet trudges along, a fist full of stars 
in her hand, stars caught like butterflies 
from the deserts at Sharm el-Sheikh, 
dipped from the waves of Okoboji, 
and those tame ones that alighted unbidden 
on her fingers like iridescent hummingbirds. 
Now she is almost home.

After dark the boy will return with a planet, 
shiny as a new marble, in his pocket.
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Ann Struthers
The Road To Work

The Latin Professor lives in the country 
drives a little red pickup, 
fills its box with grass seed, 
Omalene for his horses, 
the Georgics of Virgil.

The philosophy professor drives 
a big black pickup. He carries 
Heidegger, Sartre, Derrida and Foucalt. 
He needs wide tires, eight cylinders.

The German professor rides his bike, 
his saddlebags stuffed with umlauts, 
agglutinative affixes of Deutsch.

The crazy old poet comes on shanks mare, 
her knapsack bulges with words. 
Soft: lily petal, silk shirt, down pillow. 
Hard: arrow, knife, ax.
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Taylor Eagan
Interstate Vesper

Amend the night and listen to it buzz.

Butts of cigarettes rest in the ashtray, 
coax the sweet dampness of the equinox 
deep into their filters.
            They mourn hollow
evensongs, footnotes of the highway’s rev, 
found coiling around the day like kudzu, 
gagging the ultraviolet quiet out.

Here is the still, collective unconscious. 
Idée fixe.

The sigh of a revolver. 
Jargon to honor the holy Tsaddiq.

Kneel before him, your life in a bent heap, 
legs tucked beneath you.

The adagio 
molded by your lips, like light, forbidden.

Neither the moist night nor the distant hum 
of tires against charcoal asphalt will 
puncture these hours with reprieve

             like dusk.

Quarantined behind a nicotine hajj, 
resting on wicker, you become fungi, 
sprouting and glowing like foxfire in lush 
turbulent splotches.
         After ripening
under a fingernail moon, the wind’s deaf 
vex will halt at the beauty in collapse.
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Wound around the neck of the stars, a cord.
Xenial constellations, zodiac
yellow.

Fed by a diaphanous web,
zipped into traffic.
       The drone of magma.
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Taylor Eagan
In Addition To Water

1.
We lived one summer
without walls. No sheetrock,
just cherry brick from outside
and the slivers of light that
stretched between the cracks.
We could hear the fruit man’s
lucid voice through the skeleton
of our row home.
He called cantaloupe and
watermelon, grapes and apples
and then laughed a bit
as the clicking of hooves
passed beyond our unpainted fence.
His shade lingered on the screen door
like our skin stuck to the leather sofa.
Our palms sealed together
with sweat and the hunger for something
other than fruit.

2.
I watched an oriole in the front yard,
perched on a piling by the water.
A bird this sleek should fly,
but instead it huddled in the cold air,
its feathers ruffled and messy.
The marsh winds blew
across the Chesapeake.
The breeze whistled through the pier,
wandered over the bulkhead,
coiled in the sand.
We bottled it later that year,

(What We Need Most)
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the day we dove for clams and got
so sunburned we blistered.
Katie tossed them into a bucket,
and I watched them as they opened,
extended their slick arms,
suffocated.

3.
Solar energy reaches through
the crack in the windshield,
a web-like chasm where my face
and the glass met and departed.
It is conducted through the currents
of my subclavian and iliac,
spread throughout my limbs
as the bruise starts to widen
above my eye and someone pulls me
from the car because I’m too confused
to walk and I wonder how the verve
that’s rootless in my limbs.
could be convected from
my body
to yours.

4.
We’d go to the circus
at the end of every summer when
the air started to cool and unravel.
The tents were always red, I think,
as big as mountains or maybe
I was just small at the time.
When you’re small there’s
not much that isn’t big.
Like how I could only recognize
you by the pants you wore.
The elephants were my favorite,
their feet mashing craters into the dirt.
You’d smile, raise me to your shoulders
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so I could see over the crowd
and the elephants would trumpet,
follow each other in circles
and the horses danced and a man
walked a tightrope just over our heads.
There was fire and brimstone
followed by a nap on the way home,
so you’d carry me to my room,
semi-conscious and in love.
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Charles Aukema
Some Lines for Len Schrader

Your Calvin days were black boots, 
black pants, black shirt, black beret, 
and black sports coat, Goth before 
Goth, and then

the herky-jerk ride with your parents 
from Michigan to Iowa City,

the matchstick game from
Last Year at Marrienbad we played
for free drinks in Kenny’s, infinite
pool with Willy and Jones in Donnelly’s,
music and dancing at L’l Bills,
an attic game of Durrenmat’s Traps
at Black’s Gaslight Village, then

Donoso and Vonnegut, Algren and 
Bourjaily, Scholes, Yates, Coover, a vast 
Faulknerian stream of consciousness 
arising above the poisonous Viet Nam 
fog gulping us down, you escaping to

Japan, going underground, losing a wife, 
finding Chieko and Yakuza, coming back 
with both story and wife, you and Paul 
dancing in the streets, “no more chicken 
delight,” the telephone calls, “OWW...kema”

like the voice of God, uproarious laughter, 
another story, another script, another book, 
another quirky twist from that wonderful 
labyrinthine black cave of a house 
you live in with Chieko and the wolves

(“make your shit taste like ice cream”)
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who eat the black couch I sometimes 
sleep on, careful not to look either one 
of them in the eye, the living room walls 
packed from floor to ceiling with cassettes 
and DVDs, the stairs packed with magazines, 
the upper hallway all shelved from floor to 
ceiling with books meticulously arranged 
alphabetically by genre and subject, 
each bedroom shelved wall to wall from 
floor to ceiling, across blackened windows 
and over radiators with books and more

books, each one of them bookmarked and 
outlined for passages into other worlds,

other scripts, other stories, the telephone 
ringing “OWWW...kema,” this time from Brazil, 
you and Hurt calling from a torture chamber 
to talk to Iowa, another call, this time to lavish
praise on your brother’s latest movie,

“OWW...kema,” all those late night calls 
I loved, the voice, the laughter I loved,

those times out in Jeannine’s back yard 
talking story while bi-planes from Santa 
Monica Airport divebombed her house, 
all the frisian stuff we talked about, 
the Dutch Mafia, calvin reprobates, 
you with that shock of your father’s 
black hair prowling like a bear

in your den as you morphed into 
a dragon, speaking fire and jewels, 
“OWW...kema,” all those late night calls 
I loved, the voice, the laughter I loved,
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hey, Len,
pick up the phone,
call home
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reading science fiction but thinks Emily Dickinson had something going right. 
He had a great time reading the poems for this volume! There is nothing like a 
good orb or driftwood poem to get him through a tough Monday.

Nick Bertelson writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. His work has appeared in 
Denver Syntax, The Raleigh Review, and other publications.

Rhian Beutler is nothing that one would expect an aspiring writer to be. He 
wears a suit to work every day. He is getting his M.B.A. He listens to top 40s. 
But he loves poetry. This is his first publication.

Timothy Black’s first poetic novella, Connecticut Shade, is in its second printing 
through WSC Press. He teaches poetry at Wayne State College and is a Cave 
Canem Fellow. He lives in Wakefield, Nebraska, with his wife and two sons.

Jason Bradford is a Coe College graduate and is pursuing an M.A. in English 
- creative writing at the University of Northern Iowa. In his freetime (ha!), he 
fails to grow corn on Farmville.

Erin Brandt is a junior at Coe College from Waverly, Iowa, and she is pursuing 
a degree in business administration.

Ellen Burns is a junior majoring in creative writing and English. Though she is 
from Arkansas, she has all of her teeth and can read.

Amber Caylor is a senior at Coe College. She is majoring in English and public 
relations and minoring in writing. In the spring, she is heading to New York 
City, where she will be interning at Writers House.

Diya Chaudhuri is in the M.F.A. program at the University of Florida. Her 
poems have most recently appeared in JMWW, Harpur Palate, and Sugar House 
Review, and are forthcoming in Fugue, Redivider, and Zoland Poetry, among 
others.
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Rob Cook’s fourth book is Last Window in the Punk Hotel (Rain Mountain 
Press, 2010). His work has appeared in A cappella Zoo, The Bitter Oleander, 
Tampa Review, Poor Claudia, Asheville Poetry Review, Fence, Zoland Poetry, 
Rhino, etc.

Hannah Craig lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Her work has appeared in 
Fence, Post Road, Smartish Pace, American Literary Review, Columbia Review, 
and elsewhere. She is an assistant editor for Anti- Poetry Magazine.

Sioned Curoe was raised in the countryside of Bernard, Iowa. She currently 
attends Coe College with a double major in creative writing and Asian studies, 
which feeds her love of poetry and stories from around the world.

James Doyle’s most recent poetry book is Bending Under the Yellow Police Tapes 
(Steel Toe Books). He has poems coming out in Mid-American Review, Illya’s 
Honey, Poem, Poet Lore, Cave Wall, Peregrine, and Skidrow Penthouse. He is 
retired and lives in Fort Collins, Colorado, with his wife, poet Sharon Doyle.

Taylor Eagan hails from Baltimore, Maryland. She is a senior at Coe College 
and has previously been published in Coe Review and Coe Quarto.

Jennifer Ettinger is a senior at Coe College. She is majoring in creative writing 
and English and minoring in theater. She hopes to attend graduate school for 
creative writing next fall. “Dear Alexander” was inspired by the ferret in the pet 
store she couldn’t afford to buy.

Vivian Eyre lives on the North Fork of Long Island, NY. Her poems have 
appeared in Permafrost, Asheville Poetry Review, Spoon River Poetry Review, 
Oberon Magazine, Riversedge, and Neu-Smoke. She has been a finalist for the 
Dorothy Daniels Award.

Iris Garcia is a Coe College graduate living in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Stephen Germic teaches writing and literature at Rocky Mountain College in 
Montana. He is the author of American Green (Lexington Books, 2001), and his 
poetry has appeared in Westview, Meridian Anthology of Contemporary Poetry, 
Eclectica, and The Cape Rock. He spends his summers in northern Michigan 
near Lake Superior.

Amy Gray is a senior at Coe College. Her favorite places in the world include 
Powell’s City of Books, Kyoto, and Cumbria, England.

Phyllis Grilikhes is the author of a recently published book, To Set A Light In 
Every Tunnel, an autobiographical poetic narrative. Her poems have appeared 
in Eclipse, Cadillac Cicatrix, Cairn, Manzanita Quarterly and Willard & Maple. 
She is teaching at the City College of San Francisco.
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Ellie Grossman is a senior psychology major who also enjoys creative writing.  
Having been interested in poetry for most of her life, she uses it as inspiration 
for her own work in writing poetry and song lyrics.

Emily Hipps is a senior at Coe College majoring in English, sociology, and 
creative writing with a minor in overwhelmed.

Paul Hostovsky’s latest book of poems is Dear Truth (2009, Main Street 
Rag). His poems have been featured on Poetry Daily, Verse Daily, The Writer’s 
Almanac, and Best of the Net 2008 and 2009. He works in Boston as a sign 
language interpreter. To read more, visit his website www.paulhostovsky.com.

Judy Ireland grew up in Iowa. She currently lives and works in Florida. Her 
poems have been published in Hotel Amerika and The Chaffin Journal, and she 
was recently named a finalist in the Split Oak Press chapbook competition.   
Her poetry benefits from the verdancy and barefaced authenticity of Midwest 
working class culture and from the lush excesses of South Florida.  

William Jolliff, professor of English at George Fox University, grew up on 
a farm outside Magnetic Springs, Ohio. His poems, articles, and songs have 
appeared in journals, including Southern Humanities Review, Northwest Review, 
West Branch, Passages North, Sing Out! and Studies in Short Fiction. His most 
recent chapbook is Searching for a White Crow (Pudding House, 2009).

Leta Keane spends her limited free time writing unfortunately autobiographical 
poetry and absurdly fictional fiction.  She is living as a not-really-but-almost-
starving artist in Denver, Colorado.

Kai Laursen was born and raised in Seattle. He earned an M.F.A. in writing 
from California College of the Arts in San Francisco. Currently he lives in Bali.

Lyn Lifshin has recently published: THE LICORICE DAUGHTER: MY 
YEAR WITH RUFFIAN, Texas Review Press, ANOTHER WOMAN WHO 
LOOKS LIKE ME from Black Sparrow at Godine. She has over 120 books & 
edited 4 anthologies. lynlifshin.com

Jordan Lord is a junior at Coe College from the Kansas City area, majoring in 
psychology and business administration.

Hailey Malone is a senior English and creative writing major. Her interests 
include Fig Newmans and Don Draper. 

Nancy Carol Moody’s work has appeared in Massachusetts Review, Poetry 
Northwest, PANK, Natural Bridge, Bellevue Literary Review and New York 
Quarterly. Her collection, Photograph With Girls, was published in 2009 by 
Traprock Books. She lives in Eugene, Oregon.
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Amanda Moore’s poems have appeared in journals such as Third Coast, Cream 
City Review, Greenboro Review, 5 AM and Green Mountains Reivew, and she 
was included in the anthology Best New Poets 2009. She just relocated with her 
husband and daughter from Detroit to San Francisco.

Robert Parham’s recent work has been published by The Oxford American, 
South Carolina Review, Shenandoah, Prairie Schooner, Cincinnati Review,  
Southern Review, Southern Quarterly and many other journals. He presently 
edits the Southern Poetry Review and serves as Dean of the Katherine Reese 
Pamplin College of Arts and Sciences at Augusta State University.

Elle Pryor’s poetry has been published or will be published by Counterexample 
Poetics, Poets for Living Waters, Poetry Quarterly and in the anthology Heart 
Beats. She has stories published or forthcoming in South Jersey Underground, as 
well as several other publications and anthologies.  

Katie Sherman is a senior English major at Coe College. Working with the Coe 
Review these last three years has been a highlight of her college experience and 
helped to push her into pursuing a career in publishing. She will be studying 
in New York City in the spring where she might finally learn how to use a bus 
system.

Steve Shilling has been published in numerous journals, including: DASH 
Journal, Reed Magazine, Crannóg, and Red Wheelbarrow. He is a proud alumnus 
of Hope College in Holland, Michigan. He has taught high school English for 
the last twelve years. Shilling lives in McMurray, Pennsylvania, with his wife 
Megan, two children, Stephen and Courtney, and cat, Sammy. 

Laura Simmons is a first year at Coe College and is from Des Moines, Iowa. 
She enjoys reading and writing short fiction.

Tonya Ward Singer has an M.F.A. and writes prose and poetry in the slips of 
time between parenting young boys and running a business to help schools. 
Her work has appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle, and the anthology Expat: 
Women’s True Stories from Life Abroad (Seal Press, 2001). She has published 
literacy curriculum with Scholastic, Pearson-Longman, and Oxford University 
Press. www.tonyasinger.com

Janice D. Soderling is a writer-poet-translator who lives in Sweden. Her work 
appears in The Pedestal, Literary Mama (USA), Magma Poetry, New Walk, 
Horizon Review (England), Anon (Scotland), Centrifugal Eye, ditch (Canada), 
The Flea, The Chimaera (Australia) and other venues. A short fiction received 
first prize at Glimmer Train Stories.
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J.R. Solonche has been publishing poems in magazines, journals, and 
anthologies since the early 70s and is the coauthor of PEACH GIRL: POEMS 
FOR A CHINESE DAUGHTER (Grayson Books). He teaches at SUNY 
Orange in Middletown, New York.

Ann Struthers is currently recuperating from a fall that occurred while she was 
running backwards. She is currently the Writer-in-Residence at Coe College.  
She has published widely in journals, and she has two collections and two 
chapbooks. “True Miracles” grew out of her recent trip to Syria where indeed 
the purveyor of cooking gas truck was blasting out “Jingle Bells.”

Kacie Svoboda was born in the fields of the Midwest with the purpose of 
setting down her tornado of thoughts in some sort of written structure. Some 
people call them poems.

Johanna Teague is a sophomore at Coe College.

John Thornburg is a senior at Coe College. He likes refrigerators.

Ariana Uding is a first year at Coe College from Chicago. She is an aspiring 
slam poet and competed in Louder Than a Bomb 2010.

Leigh Vandebogart is a recent Brooklyn transplant, by way of Albany, NY. She 
is currently a special education teacher at a middle school. When she isn’t in 
front of a class, she pets and looks at her cats, writes poems, walks around, and 
drinks beverages of all sorts.

Rachael Van Essen is a senior biology major with an environmental science 
collateral. She plans to attend graduate school for conservation biology or 
environmental biology. Born and raised in Iowa, she has a love for everything in 
nature. 

Emily Weber is a sophomore English, creative writing, and history major. She 
likes peppermint mochas, YouTube and ukulele music. This is her first year 
working for the Coe Review, and she liked it so much that she just might come 
back.

Julia Wendell’s latest book of poems, the sorry flowers, was published by word 
tech press in 2009. Her memoir, finding my distance: a year in the life of a three-
day event rider, came out from Galileo Books in 2009, as well.

Gretchen Yell is a first year at Coe College and comes from Grand Rapids, 
Minnesota. She enjoys writing an assortment of genres in her free time.
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